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. The OAS OAX and OAS Win7 . OAS Expandable Display Panel (FEP) Information. Latest OAS news and
articles. Category:Electronic organ manufacturersThe invention relates to a hydraulic machine comprising a

housing, a pressure connection, at least one pump drive shaft, at least one generator shaft, an operating
device, a separable pump stage driven by the operating device and connected with the pump drive shaft, a

separable generator stage driven by the operating device and connected with the generator shaft, and a
separable machine stage connected with the housing, which machine stage has a drive rotor with rotor side

faces provided with a plurality of rotor blades extending parallel to one another and projecting radially
beyond an axial end face, and a stator connected with the housing, which stator has a rotor cover connected

with the housing and a stator case arranged between the rotor cover and the housing, the separable pump stage
and the separable generator stage being arranged axially one behind the other in the direction of rotation of
the rotor, the separable machine stage being situated between the separable pump stage and the separable

generator stage. Such a hydraulic machine is known from WO 97/30369. There the drive rotor has integrally
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formed connecting bolts for the separable machine stage, a stator cover for the stator, and a rotor cover for
the rotor, the stator cover and the rotor cover being connected with the housing by means of a plate-like

coupling element. The connecting bolts are arranged in the radial direction in each case in the region of an
end face of the rotor cover in order to fix the rotor cover to the housing. It is an object of the invention to

provide a hydraulic machine of the type mentioned in the opening paragraph, in which the number of
component parts required for connecting the separable machine stage with the housing can be reduced. This

object is achieved according to the invention in that each connecting bolt has a support which extends through
the rotor cover, which is axially secured against displacement in a radial direction in a radial face of the rotor

cover and is connected with an end face of the rotor cover by means of a welded connection. According to
the invention, for connecting the separable machine stage with the housing, the drive rotor is provided at the

rotor side faces with a plurality of connecting bolts, the rotor covers are connected with the housing by means
of these connecting bolts, and at least one connecting bolt is attached by welding to an end face 3da54e8ca3
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